
Go ahead and giggle: Laughter is good for you
Why did the employees do lunges in the office? They 
wanted to take a big step forward in their careers.

And maybe they also wanted to make their coworkers 
grin. Laughter is a great way to improve your mood and 
support good health. It releases hormones that help us 
feel good and brings more oxygen into the body. This 
stimulates your lungs, heart, and muscles.

Laughter can also be part of a healthy workplace. An 
analysis by the Journal of Managerial Psychology found 
that there are at least 10 benefits of experiencing humor at 
work, including:

• A lighter mood

• Reduced stress

• Faster interpersonal bonding

• A greater sense of belonging at work

• Better perceived leader performance

• Overall workplace cohesion

• Improved mental health

• Closer relationships

• Greater willingness to share ideas

• More happily resolved disagreements

Avoid negative humor
While humor in the office can lighten the mood, it’s 
important to make sure that jokes are not overdone or 
inappropriate. Humor can increase joy and ease tension, 
but too much of it or inappropriate jokes in the workplace 
can negate the positive effects of humor at work.

Ultimately, managers and company leaders 
set the tone for humor in the workplace. It’s 
important to know how far to take jokes with 
team members.

To use humor successfully, a manager or 
employee must know when to stop joking and 
that negative humor is not acceptable.

An inappropriate joke might offend others or 
make people uncomfortable. As a result, those 
who are embarrassed or offended by the joke 
may feel like outsiders, or worse, harassed.

Sarcasm, at the expense of one or more 
employees or coworkers, can also have a 
negative effect. And too much teasing can 
erode a person’s sense of self-worth and 
belonging at work.

BONUS ARTICLE

How to bring humor to the workplace
Basketball superstar Giannis Antetokounmpo is 
known for telling dad jokes to break the tension with 
reporters. (When the cows go out, where do they go? 
To the mooooooovies!)

To lighten the mood, take a page 
from Giannis’s joke book and keep 
things clean and corny. To walk that 
tightrope between beneficial and 
inappropriate workplace humor, try 
these tips:

• Look up “humor in the
workplace” quotes or “dad jokes”
to find work-appropriate memes,
quotes, and jokes you can share
with your coworkers.

• Try sharing a funny story about your life outside
of work. A little self-deprecating humor can make
coworkers feel more connected. And personal
stories can help people get to know you better and
feel more connected.

• Include a quick, non-competitive game like “two
truths and a lie” in a meeting to bring in some
laughs and help people bond.

• If you make a mistake and your humor makes
someone uncomfortable, apologize sincerely and
avoid repeating your blunder in the future. ♦




